CAREGIVER TIPS & INFO SERIES

Changes in Hydration in
the Final Days
Families often ask about giving fluids within the final days
when their loved one stops drinking. Because providing fluids
may hold important spiritual and emotional meaning that
may go beyond the physical benefits, the entire family may be
affected by the patient‘s inability to take fluids. Dehydration
in the final days is expected as part of the normal
physiological process. Although dehydration is beneficial for
the patient, it can be distressing to the family.
Respecting the patient and family’s wishes and providing treatment that is beneficial is important
when deciding whether to offer fluids in the final days. Depending on the situation, giving fluids in the
final days may cause more harm than good.1
Before offering fluids, it is important to consider:
• What are the goals in giving fluids? Are they consistent with the patient and/or family goals?
• Will giving fluids cause harm or discomfort?
• Will it improve quality of life?
Myths regarding fluids in the final days
• Myth: Not drinking enough fluids causes thirst and discomfort.
• Myth: Not giving fluids is not giving care.
• Myth: Artificial hydration will prolong life.
Facts regarding fluids in the final days
• The focus of hospice and palliative care is individualized care based on defined patient goals,
including the choice to refuse fluids.
• There is a physiological benefit to dehydration as death nears. Endorphins are released in the
body that may cause a feeling of calmness and comfort.
• Lack of interest in drinking is a normal part of the dying process. The patient will not likely
feel thirsty and it is best not to force fluids as it may make him/her uncomfortable.
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Facts regarding fluids in the final days (continued)
• As body systems begin to shut down with
approaching death, fluids may build up and
cause congestion in the lungs. This may make
breathing uncomfortable and difficult for the
patient.
• Fluids may cause swelling (edema), which can
cause generalized discomfort in the body.
• Thirst is caused by dry mouth, not dehydration.
Providing a small amount of fluid and gentle
oral care is usually sufficient to provide comfort:
use a mouth sponge moistened with cool water
to gently swab the inside the mouth, the front of
the tongue, and the lips.
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